About Development Dimensions International

Who We Are. Development Dimensions International, or DDI, is one of the top talent management consultancies. Forty-five years ago, we pioneered the field; today we remain its chief innovator.

What We Do. We help companies transform the way they hire, promote, and develop their leaders and workforce. The outcome? People ready to instigate, understand, and execute business strategy, and address challenges head-on.

How We Do It. If you have ever had a leader you revered or marveled at how quickly a new hire came up to speed, you might very well be experiencing DDI at work. Often, we are behind the scenes, creating custom training or assessment that clients can roll out on their own. Other times, we are more visible, helping clients drive big changes in their organizations. Always, we use the latest methods, based on science and the test of time.

Who We Do It With. Our clients are some of the most successful companies on earth. They’re Fortune 500s and multinationals, doing business across a vast array of industries, from Shanghai to San Francisco and everywhere in between. We serve clients from 42 DDI-owned or closely affiliated offices.

Why We Do It. The principles and skills we teach don’t just make people better employees, they are at the heart of what makes for happier and more fulfilled human beings—better family members, better neighbors, better friends.

Talent Acquisition Leadership Development Succession Management

Helping you meet your business goals by ensuring a ready-now supply of talent.
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SUCCESS PROFILES MANAGEMENT

Powering Optimized Talent Management to:

- Align your talent with your business.
- Drive improved hiring, promotion, development, and succession decisions.
- Increase clarity of performance and development expectations.
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WHAT IS YOUR ORGANIZATION’S BIGGEST DISCONNECT?

Misalignment between your business goals and the talent required to achieve them.

What’s the first step toward alignment? Well-defined competencies that reflect successful performance, are clear to all stakeholders, and form the foundation upon which your talent management systems are built. Numerous research studies have demonstrated this connection between a well-defined competency management approach and business success.9

DDI’s unique, holistic Success Profiles10 are built on more than 40 years of experience and clearly describe the core ingredients that enable your workforce to exert a positive impact on your business and culture. Well-defined Success Profiles9 link all of your talent management systems together. And, no matter how thoughtfully created, if your Success Profiles do not make sense to the people who use them, and if they are not embedded into all of your talent management initiatives, your investment won’t realize its full value.

Unfortunately, most organizations equate competencies with behaviors—only. Success Profiles take a 4-D approach, looking instead at knowledge, experience, personal attributes, and competencies that are related to successful performance at target levels or in specific roles. And, from the very beginning, your Success Profiles are linked to your business and culture goals.

Step 1: Start with a Plan
Create your strategy for using competencies.

With careful planning, you will avoid the pitfalls that can derail you from realizing the full value of your Success Profiles. This requires:

- Identifying your unique cultural and business priorities and the needs of all stakeholders.
- Assessing the requirements of your targeted talent management systems.
- Deciding on your strategy for building your Success Profiles, including the roles and levels on which you will focus.
- Recognizing the most effective ways to communicate, engage, and train those who will be using your new models.
- Considering the approach for evaluating your organization’s deployment of Success Profiles and their business value.

A Strategic Planning Session ensures you will have a Success Profiles Management approach that is aligned with your critical business drivers and the needs of all stakeholders. As a result, you will also have a roadmap for each ensuing phase.

Step 2: Design
Tell us about your business drivers and we’ll show you how to formulate Success Profiles that are critical for every job family and leadership level.

Now it’s time to build your Success Profiles. DDI offers an array of approaches to help you identify and use your Success Profiles. While all Success Profiles will be built and customized for your organization, you will also have access to a database of competency models developed for thousands of organizations over the past 40 years.

And, we have flipped the typical design process. Most organizations determine their competencies first, and then attempt to connect them to their business drivers. DDI’s process starts with identifying your key business drivers (e.g., Driving Process Innovation, Promoting and Launching New Products/Services, or Executing a Competitive Strategy); this, in turn, informs the components of your Success Profiles.

Step 3: Launch & Engage
Drive rapid adoption and leverage your Success Profiles as a foundation for integrated talent management.

What good is developing Success Profiles if they don’t become the engine to drive all your talent management systems? And, why have Success Profiles if all of your employees don’t see the relevance, understand the benefits, and aren’t trained to apply them?

Through a collaborative Launch and Engagement Implementation Session, you can be assured your Success Profiles are integrated into your talent management systems, viewed as relevant to your users, and linked to measurable talent and business. DDI enables you to target aspects of your Success Profiles for incorporation into your recruiting, onboarding, development, performance appraisal, promotion, and career planning systems.

Step 4: Optimize
Ensure your return on investment.

Without ownership and accountability, even the best models will fail if you don’t actively manage the use of your Success Profiles and measure their impact. We can help you collect and analyze data to determine what’s working and what isn’t so you can make adjustments. And, just as important, when your organization’s tactics or strategies change, we can help you move quickly to modify your Success Profiles.

Our Optimization Consulting Services provides the measurement follow-through. You’ll know when and how to assess effectiveness, and you’ll have a plan to ensure your Success Profiles stay ahead of the business.

Value of DDI’s Success Profile Management

DDI’s Success Profiles approach encompasses four steps aimed at ensuring a successful implementation—from beginning to end.

1. Starting with a plan which sets a foundation for success.
2. Building Success Profiles that align with business challenges.
3. Engaging leaders and employees to use the profiles.
4. Assessing their impact and adjusting as needed.
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What People KNOW

Technical and/or professional information needed to perform job activities successfully

Examples: - C++ Programming - Client Acquistion Strategies - Cross-Cultural Differences

What People CAN DO

A cluster of behaviors performed on a job

Examples: - Decision Making - Planning and Organizing - Coaching

What People ARE

Personal dispositions and motivations that relate to job satisfaction, job success, or failure

Examples: - Leadership Disposition - Cognitive Ability - Risk Averse

Who People ARE

Becoming an expert requires a unique set of personal attributes and behaviors needed to perform job activities successfully.

Examples: - Led a Sales Team - Started an Operation - Launched a New Product

What People HAVE DONE

Educational and work achievements needed to perform job activities successfully

Examples: - Leadership Disposition - Cognitive Ability - Risk Averse

Value of DDI’s Success Profile Management

• Create your strategy for using competencies.

Drive rapid adoption and leverage your Success Profiles as a foundation for integrated talent management.

Create your strategy for using competencies.

With careful planning, you will avoid the pitfalls that can derail you from realizing the full value of your Success Profiles. This requires:

- Identifying your unique cultural and business priorities and the needs of all stakeholders.
- Assessing the requirements of your targeted talent management systems.
- Deciding on your strategy for building your Success Profiles, including the roles and levels on which you will focus.
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Now it’s time to build your Success Profiles. DDI offers an array of approaches to help you identify and use your Success Profiles. While all Success Profiles will be built and customized for your organization, you will also have access to a database of competency models developed for thousands of organizations over the past 40 years.

And, we have flipped the typical design process. Most organizations determine their competencies first, and then attempt to connect them to their business drivers. DDI’s process starts with identifying your key business drivers (e.g., Driving Process Innovation, Promoting and Launching New Products/Services, or Executing a Competitive Strategy); this, in turn, informs the components of your Success Profiles.

Step 3: Launch & Engage

Drive rapid adoption and leverage your Success Profiles as a foundation for integrated talent management.

What good is developing Success Profiles if they don’t become the engine to drive all your talent management systems? And, why have Success Profiles if all of your employees don’t see the relevance, understand the benefits, and aren’t trained to apply them?

Through a collaborative Launch and Engagement Implementation Session, you can be assured your Success Profiles are integrated into your talent management systems, viewed as relevant to your users, and linked to measureable talent and business. DDI enables you to target aspects of your Success Profiles for incorporation into your recruiting, onboarding, development, performance appraisal, promotion, and career planning systems.

Optimize
career planning systems. Ensure your return on investment. Without ownership and accountability, even the best models will fail if you don’t actively manage the use of your Success Profiles and measure their impact. We can help you collect and analyze data to determine what’s working and what isn’t so you can make adjustments. And, just as important, when your organization’s tactics or strategies change, we can help you move quickly to modify your Success Profiles.

Our Optimization Consulting Services provides the measurement follow-through. You’ll know when and how to assess effectiveness, and you’ll have a plan to ensure your Success Profiles stay ahead of the business.
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